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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR—COMMENT

Comment on ‘‘Ultrasonographic cervical length mea-
surement at 10–14 and 20–24 weeks gestation and the
risk of preterm delivery’’ [Eur. J. Obstet. Gynecol.
Reprod. Biol. 130 (2) (2007) 176–179]

Dear Editor,

We agree and commend the efforts of Ozdemir et al. [1]

that cervical length measured at 20–24 weeks in asympto-

matic women with singleton pregnancies is useful for

identifying women at increased risk for preterm delivery.

However, the authors make no mention of the role of

bacterial vaginosis.

Bacterial vaginosis is an independent risk factor for

preterm delivery, affecting 6–32% of pregnant women [2].

So screening for BV in pregnant women and subsequent

antibiotic treatment can effectively prevent preterm labour

[3]. Could Ozdemir et al. [1] kindly comment on the

incidence of BV in their population?
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Authors’ comments

To the Editors,

My co-authors and I appreciate the interest in and

thoughtful comments regarding our ultrasonographic cervi-

cal length measurement in the first and second trimester and

the risk of preterm delivery.

There is considerable evidence to show an association

between genital tract infections, such as bacterial vaginosis

(BV) and preterm delivery (PTD). However, there is no

agreement regarding the significance of BV colonization

and PTD and it is not quite clear whether BV is a cause of

preterm birth or just an association.

Meta-analyses to date have shown screening and treating

BV in pregnancy does not prevent PTD. Only one

randomised controlled trial managed to show that treatment

of abnormal vaginal flora and BV with oral clindamycin

early in the second trimester reduces the rate of late

miscarriage and PTD in asymptomatic pregnant women [1].

Several organizations (Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention, 2002 1564/id), and NICE [2] do not recommend

routine screening and treating BV in a general pregnant

population. Additionally, the American College of Obste-

trics and Gynecology (ACOGs) current recommendation is

antibiotics do not appear to prolong gestation and should be

reserved for group B streptococcal prophylaxis in patients in

whom delivery is imminent [3].

The most recent systematic review has concluded that

there is no benefit to the use of antibiotic treatment for BV in
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pregnancy to reduce the risk of preterm birth or its associated

morbidities in low- or high-risk women [4]. Three meta-

analyses have been recently published concluded that there

is no benefit to screening and treatment of BV among the

general obstetric population [5–7].

Pregnant women who note an abnormal vaginal

discharge, pruritus, or malodor should be tested for BV,

trichomonas, gonorrhea, and chlamydia. Those who test

positive we treat appropriately. However, our study

population consisted of asymptomatic and low-risk pregnant

women; therefore, we do not screen BV routinely in

asymptomatic pregnant women.

I think that more studies are needed to confirm the

effectiveness of the screening and treatment of pregnant

women for bacterial vaginosis, both in high- or low-risk

patients without preterm labour and in patients with preterm

labour.
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Impact factor and the quality of research: What is a rose
defined by, its name or its scent? Comment on
‘‘Obstetrical and Gynecological Writing and Publishing
in Europe’’ [Eur. J. Obstet. Gynecol. Reprod. Biol. 129
(2006) 119–123]

Dear Editor,

We have read with great interest the paper by Lenhard

et al. [1], about obstetrical and gynecological publishing in

our continent, Europe.

In their study, the authors have used the ‘‘impact factor’’

(IF) as a measure of the quality of scientific production. We

acknowledge the authors have stressed the presence of

limitations in the use of the IF. Nevertheless, we think

that the power of IF might have been overestimated and

some of their statements have stimulated our following

comments.

The authors have found a higher prevalence of articles

from the USA on the top five IF journals in obstetrics and

gynecology, and assume that a higher average quality of

American papers can be the main reason for that. Besides, in

their discussion they state that there currently is no better

available instrument to rate the quality of an article other

than the impact factor.

Although we could agree that the IF may represent the

overall scientific worth and quality of a journal, it seems

more difficult to extend that concept to the individual articles

published in the journals, and even more to the authors and

their departments [2].

In fact, the IF does not reflect individual articles, and it

was demonstrated how a small number of articles may be

responsible for a journal’s IF [3].

Moreover, review publications, such as Human Repro-

duction Update (the top IF journal in gynecology), for

obvious reasons usually have very high IF, although not

publishing original research [4].

This situation is self-feeding, as it was demonstrated how

the impact factor of the original publishing journal, not the

methodology or quality of the research, could be the

strongest predictor of citations per year [5], constituting

some kind of scientific vicious circle.

The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), a USA

based company that commercializes a range of ‘‘research

services products’’ [6], created the IF in the early 1960s

as a tool for the comparison of journals [4]. IF is a

quantitative measure, although widely and questionably

used to evaluate the quality of research output of scientists.

An explanation for the latter is that to read and evaluate

personally the research production of a scientist might be

time consuming, and could lack objectiveness. In view of

that, we understand how tempting may be the use of a ready-

made tool as the IF.

On the other side, the use of IF beyond its real meaning

can be dangerous, so that ‘‘radical’’ authors have proposed
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